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The new 13 hour Family Drama for The NINE Network.
Boasting an impressive cast including Shane Bourne, Gigi Edgley, Debra Byrne, Lincoln
Lewis, Kip Gamblin, Antony Starr and Sophie Hensser, Tricky Business looks at the
lengths people go to get themselves out of trouble.
At the heart of the show is Kate (Gigi Edgley) - an over-organised, but loving single
parent, struggling to get the family’s mercantile agency out of debt, her mission
complicated by two men, opposites of each other and both vying for her heart.
Rick (Kip Gamblin), her business partner and sometime live-in lover is a good guy who
makes her laugh. But when he loses all the agency’s money in a get-rich-quick scheme,
his carefree ways look more like careless ways.
Matt (Antony Starr), on the other hand, is the stranger and slightly mysterious - not a
part of the family in the way Rick is. He’s got a lot of ground to make up, but that could
just be an advantage.
Jim (Shane Bourne) and Claire (Debra Byrne), Kate’s parents, have recently retired and
are looking forward to a long planned sailing holiday. However, when Kate gets into
financial difficulty they decide to cancel the trip and help out.
While Kate appreciates this, she would prefer not to be sharing the family home with
her parents, her daughter and her sister, particularly with Claire as much of a control
freak as Kate. Jim isn’t too sure about living with three generations of women either, as
much as he loves them all. And what will Kate’s daughter Emma (Odessa Young) make
of all this? … of being forced to move out of home to live with her grandparents - three
generations under one roof!
Then there’s Lily (Sophie Hensser), Kate’s sister, and Chad (Lincoln Lewis), the Gen Y
members of the extended family. Whilst they are basically easy-going twentysomethings, they have their own secrets and complicated affairs of the heart too.
But as with all affairs of the heart, life can often prove to be a tricky business.
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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
Shot in Wollongong and the Sutherland Shire, the outstanding ensemble cast includes
Gigi Edgley (Farscape, The Secret Life of Us, Stingers, Rescue Special Ops, Last Train to
Freo, The Monkey’s Mask); Kip Gamblin (Mao’s Last Dancer, Moulin Rouge, Dance
Academy, All Saints, Home & Away); Antony Starr (Outrageous Fortune, Rush Season
IV); Lincoln Lewis (Underbelly: Razor, SLiDE, Tomorrow When The War Began); Shane
Bourne (The Great Mint Swindle, City Homicide, Kokoda, MDA); Debra Byrne (City
Homicide, The Secret Life of Us, Police Rescue), Sophie Hensser (Crownies, Cops LAC,
Underbelly: The Golden Mile, All Saints, Home and Away) and Odessa Young (My Place).
Produced on behalf of SCREENTIME Australia by Series Producer Denny Lawrence (A
Divided Heart, MDA, Children’s Hospital, Butterfly Island), line produced by Scott Hartley
(Rush, Out of the Blue, Survivor), script produced by Jane Allen (as co-producer
Crownies, as writer – Crownies MDA, McLeods Daughters, The Secret Life of Us) with
SCREENTIME’s Des Monaghan and Greg Haddrick and the Nine Network’s Jo Rooney
and Andy Ryan as Executive Producers.
The new series is being directed by some of Australia’s finest including Shawn Seet,
David Caesar, Catherine Millar, Garth Maxwell, Lynn Hegarty, Karl Zwicky and has
been written by Greg Haddrick, Jeff Truman, John Banas, Michelle Offen, Fiona Kelly,
John Misto, Felicity Packard, Tamara Asmar and Michaeley O’Brien.

ABOUT SCREENTIME AUSTRALIA
SCREENTIME is a specialist independent television production company with an outstanding list
of award winning and celebrated dramas including four series of Underbelly, the Underbelly
Files, The Incredible Journey of Mary Bryant, Society Murders, Jessica, My Husband My Killer,
A Model Daughter: The Killing of Caroline Byrne, Breakers and MDA, as well as the critically
acclaimed Tim Winton’s Cloudstreet for Showtime Australia, and Crownies for ABC TV. Most
recently the company produced Brothers In Arms for Network TEN, and is currently in
production on Underbelly: Badness.
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KATE CHRISTIE
Highly efficient, loving, quick witted, proud and controlling…
Much of Kate’s attitude to the world is defined by an
unplanned pregnancy that occurred during her HSC year. She
decided to have the baby, against her mother’s advice.
Consequently, she vowed her life would never be in chaos
again. This has made her a little controlling and inclined to
worry.
However, her reaction to this is to act, to solve the problem,
rather than fall into a ‘woe is me’ fug.

GIGI EDGLEY

IS KATE CHRISTIE
One of Australia’s most experienced female actors, Gigi has an extensive list of credits within
film, television, theatre and radio.
In television she has appeared in both the mini-series Farscape: The Peacekeeper and the long
running series Farscape, The Secret Life of Us, Blackjack Series I, II & III, Stingers, and Rescue
Special Ops (Series I, II & III).
Gigi’s film work includes starring roles in Newcastle, directed by Dan Castle and Last Train to
Freo, directed by Jeremy Sims for Long Way Films. Last Train to Freo earned Gigi a Film Critics
Circle Awards Best Actress nomination. Gigi also starred in the award-winning film The
Monkey’s Mask, directed by Samantha Lang. Her other film work includes leads in Judgement
Day, Showdown at Area 51 and The Final Frontier. In 2011, Gigi performed a lead character
voice in the animated film The Della Morte Sisters & The Carousel of Shame.
Gigi’s theatre credits include 4.48 Psychosis, Kill Everything You Love, The Rover, Boy’s Life,
Romeo and Juliet, The Caged Birds, Blue People, the lead role in Princess and the Pea, Road,
Picnic at Hanging Rock and a member in the Gold Coast Arts Theatre production of Les
Miserables.
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RICK TAYLOR
Easy-going, fun-loving, charming, optimist, careless.
Rick is Kate’s business partner and sometime-live-in lover. They’ve
been together 18 months or so and working together for more than
twice that.
He’s a born and bred local, known and liked in the community. He
walks the line of doing the right thing by the client owed money,
while still offering the best options to the debtor.
He’s a man who stands by his word.

KIP GAMBLIN

is RICK TAYLOR

Winner of the 2004 TV Week Silver Logie Award for Most Popular New Male Talent, Kip
Gamblin is best known for his role as Scott Hunter in Home and Away. In 2011, Kip completed
filming the second series of the ABC drama Dance Academy, with other television credits
including Channel Seven’s All Saints and the BBC’s Casualty where he played the role of Greg
Fallon.
Commencing his training in dance, theatre and drama at the McDonald College of Performing
Arts, and later at The Australian Ballet School in Melbourne, Kip’s performance credits include
principal dance roles with The Australian Ballet, the Western Australian Ballet, the Sydney
Dance Company and the Royal Opera Covent Garden, along with solo performances with
Barbara Streisand and Kylie Minogue.
Putting both his acting and dancing skills to good use, Kip’s feature film credits include Baz
Lurhmann’s Moulin Rouge and Bruce Beresford’s Mao's Last Dancer.
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MATT SLOANE
Smart, enigmatic, good at his job – just ask him.
Ex-army, but currently working as a freelance mercantile agent,
Matt can function within a team but is more comfortable
marching to his own tune.
It’s one of the reasons he left the army: he couldn’t deal with
the politics that goes with working his way to the top, and then
found it difficult taking orders from idiots who’d been
promoted in his place.

ANTONY STARR

is MATT SLOANE

Antony Starr came relatively late to acting, starting his career in the mid-nineties, making his
first screen appearance on Shortland Street. His natural on-screen charms quickly led to roles
in productions including the cult hit television series Xena: Warrior Princess and the longrunning series Street Legal and Mercy Peak. In 2006 he was cast in the dual roles of
twins Van and Jethro West in Outrageous Fortune, the most popular, long-running drama
series in New Zealand television history. As a result he has received six consecutive Best New
Zealand Actor Awards, has won Best Actor at the 2007 Pan Asian Television Awards and was a
finalist as Best Actor at the 2009 Seoul International Drama Awards.
In Australia Antony joined the cast of Southern Star’s production Rush in season 4, playing the
role of Charlie, he then went on to appear in a cameo role in the second series of the ABC
comedy Lowdown.
Antony has appeared in the feature films The World's Fastest Indian, In My Fathers Den, No
2 and the Award Winning New Zealand feature After The Waterfall, and most recently he
portrayed the role of Jeremy in the critically acclaimed Australian feature Wish You Were Here.
Antony is currently in North Carolina shooting the HBO series Banshee in which he is playing
the lead of Lucas. This is Antony’s first major role in the US.
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JIM CHRISTIE
Warm, fun, loyal, crotchety when things don’t go his way…
Jim is the original owner and master license holder for Sapphire
Mercantile.
He is a former footballer who still enjoys beach swims most
mornings, so he is pretty fit. Jim is well known and liked in the
community. Having an easy-going nature has been a huge help
in overcoming the stresses that can be attached to the job.

SHANE BOURNE

is JIM CHRISTIE

One of Australia’s most well known and respected actors Shane Bourne received critical acclaim
for his role in the ABC TV Drama series MDA as medical lawyer Bill ‘Happy’ Henderson earning
him two AFI awards for Best Lead Actor in a Drama Series in 2003 and 2005. He gained further
acclaim as host of the hit comedy series Thank God You’re Here (2006-2009) and for his role as
Stanley Wolfe in Channel Seven’s crime drama series City Homicide (2007-2010). More
recently, Shane received rave reviews for his hosting of the TV Week Logie Awards in 2011. In
2012 Shane starred in The Great Mint Swindle on the Nine Network.
In 2006, Shane appeared in the highly acclaimed film Kokoda alongside Jack Finsterer and Ewen
Leslie. It follows the experiences of Australian Troops during the historic 1942 Kokoda Trail
Campaign. The film was met with rave reviews and earned six award nominations in the AFI, IF
and Film Critic Circle of Australia Awards collectively.
Shane’s theatre credits are numerous. His performances include a successful national tour of 12
Angry Men, Melbourne Theatre Company’s productions of Twelfth Night and Urinetown, the
Musical. Other theatre credits include STC: Sylvia. MTC: Hitchcock Blonde, What the Butler Saw,
The Three Musketeers, Hurly Burly, Some Night in Julia Creek. Playbox: The Adman,

Comedians, Medea. Griffin: The Moonwalkers. Company B: Picasso at the Lapin Agile.
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CLAIRE CHRISTIE
Organised, pro-active, generous and doesn’t suffer fools.
Claire is controlled, focused and more like Kate than either
would care to admit.
Always with a wise word, Claire has her family’s best interests
at heart.

DEBRA BYRNE

IS CLAIRE CHRISTIE

With an outstanding career spanning more than thirty years, Debra Byrne has amassed
credentials in music, television, film and theatre that few can match. Most recently she has
appeared in Disney’s Mary Poppins as the Bird Lady, the new musical Metro Street for the State
Theatre Company of South Australia (including the South Korean tour).
Other theatre credits include: Cats, Jerry’s Girls, Les Miserables, Sunset Boulevard, Thoroughly
Modern Millie, Little Me, Follies, Minefields and Miniskirts and Love Letters.
With two TV Week Logie Awards, Debra's credits include her own ABC-TV series with John
Farnham, City Homicide, The Secret Life of Us, Police Rescue, Home and Away, Law of the
Land, Naked and GP.
Her extensive music career includes albums Caught in the Act, Sleeping Child and New Ways to
Dream. Debra will soon perform her one woman concert titled, Ripe.
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CHAD HENDERSON
Warm, open-minded, relaxed, looks for the short cut.
Chad is a hardcore Wollongong boy with a love of all things
coastal – particularly surfing.
He has a big, generous heart and tends to take everyone and
everything at face value, making the practicalities of
mercantile work extra challenging.
That doesn’t mean he’s not prepared to learn, aided by Jim who takes him under his wing.

LINCOLN LEWIS

is CHAD HENDERSON

Recipient of the inaugural Male Star of Tomorrow Award at the 2011 Australian International
Movie Convention, Lincoln Lewis is one of Australia's rising new stars.
With recent credits including a major guest role in Nine's Rescue Special Ops, FOXTEL's SLiDE,
and Screentime's Underbelly: Razor, Lincoln commenced his career at the age of 13 with guest
appearances on the television shows H20: Just Add Water, Mortified, and Aquamarine.
In 2006, Lincoln landed the lead role as Aaron on the film Voodoo Lagoon before joining the
cast of Home & Away, playing the character Geoff Campbell for which he received the Most
Popular New Male Talent Logie at the 2008 TV Week Logie Awards.
In 2009 Lincoln landed the principal role of Kevin Holmes in the epic feature Tomorrow when
the War Began that was released worldwide in 2010, and has most recently been seen in
Pauline Chan's 33 Postcards opposite Guy Pearce.
In 2012 Lincoln will appear in the highly anticipated Kimble Rendall feature Bait 3D with Xavier
Samuel and Julian McMahon.
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LILY CHRISTIE
Kate’s younger sister is a university student who helps out
part time in the family business, doing office admin work.
She’s a party girl with a quick sense of humour, prone to
recklessness and risk taking.

SOPHIE HENSSER

is LILY CHRISTIE

Sophie trained with the Australian Theatre for Young People and participated in the NIDA open
program.
Sophie has had numerous television appearances including Crownies, Cops LAC, Underbelly:
The Golden Mile, All Saints, Home and Away, the Saddle Club and Bush Patrol.
Her theatre credits include most recently appearing as Tamara in the very successful Silent
Disco for the Griffin Theatre Company directed by Lee Lewis, Summerfolk directed by Eamon
Flack and The Distance from Here for the Griffin Theatre Company directed by John Sheedy.
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EMMA CHRISTIE
Intelligent, sporty, well-adjusted, quick to judge.
Kate’s daughter is a young teenager who enjoys being the only
child, niece and grandchild – until she’s forced to move in with
the extended family and starts to feel ‘over-parented’.

ODESSA YOUNG

is EMMA CHRISTIE

Odessa Young first appeared on Australian television at the age of 11, when she was cast as the
imperious and wealthy Alexandra Owen in the ‘Victoria 1888’ episode of the ABC production,
My Place.
Odessa continued her after-school drama classes and took courses with the Australian Theatre
for Young People and NIDA.
Since then Odessa has appeared in the independent short film Rose of Baziz and a nationally
televised TV commercial. Currently a drama student at a performing arts high school in Sydney,
Odessa is passionate about acting and music.
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EPISODE 1

BAD DEBTS IN WOLLONGONG

Mercantile agents Kate and Rick have everything ahead of them, until Rick makes an
ill-advised business decision which sends both their worlds crashing down.
Kate and Rick are a great combination - both as a couple and as
business partners. They’re easy and playful in each other’s
company as they follow a guy who just won’t make any payments
on his Beamer. Multi-tasking as always, Kate spots a man wanted
by the Feds, and is determined to track him down and win the
spotter’s fee.
Rick makes a marriage proposal that comes out all wrong, but
things grow even worse for him when Kate turns him down. She
loves him but doesn’t like being ambushed, by anyone.
Back on the trail of her quarry, Kate spots Rick with another
woman. Shocked and heartbroken, she tears herself away from
the sight, she heads after the wanted man, only to be ambushed by another mercantile agent Matt Sloane - who’s after the same felon, and the same spotter’s fee!
Jim and Claire are happy and relaxed as they prepare their boat for a sailing adventure of a
lifetime. There is the little matter of a colonoscopy for Jim to go through first – which doesn’t
please him of course. Chad, new at the job, has circles run round him by a serial debtor,
Minnesota, who just happens to be drop dead gorgeous.
Waiting to confront Rick about what she’s seen, Kate suffers the final ignominy - every last cent
has been drained from the business account … and Rick has disappeared!
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EPISODE 2

SOMEBODY THAT I USED TO KNOW

When Kate confirms that Rick is responsible for the business accounts being fleeced,
she tries to put him out of her heart and her mind, with a little help from troublesome
newcomer, Matt.
Kate has the rug pulled from under her when she discovers Rick is the one who emptied the
bank accounts. And she’s not sure what to make of his tales of the ill-fated property
development get-rich-quick-scheme, which involves colourful business identity, Mario Maguire.
Kate’s still reeling from seeing Rick with another woman and finds it hard to believe his plea of
innocence, even when he drags her to the jeweller to prove he purchased the engagement ring
specifically for her.
Distraction comes in the form of mobile merc agent, Matt Sloane, who she hires for a quick job
to install surveillance cameras in a warehouse. Conflict arises when Matt, who’s spent too long
working solo, isn’t about to take direction from Kate or finish the job as quickly as she wants.
However, his unorthodox ways will help uncover the culprits in the workplace theft case, along
with a secret affair.
Chad discovers the thrill of the chase when he has serial
debtor, Minnie Smith in his sights. But she gets the better of
him, again. While Chad doesn’t succeed in serving Minnie, he
does succeed in taking her out for dinner, where he discovers
a belly dancer, who looks a lot like the workers’
compensation claimant he has had under surveillance.
Lily offers sisterly support for Kate, but her advice about
calling on Jim and Claire for help is not appreciated. When
Kate misses Emma’s grand final game she has a heart to
heart with her father. It’s not the whole truth (about Rick and
the money) but it’s enough for Jim to encourage her and
Emma to move back home. Claire’s not thrilled about the lack
of consultation by Jim – but what does it matter, they’ll be off
on their boat trip soon anyway…
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EPISODE 3

SECRETS AND LIES

Kate agrees to let Rick come back to Sapphire to work off his debts and Matt’s
enjoying working with Kate on a troubling case – until Rick pulls him off it.
Despite Lily’s urgings, Kate’s resolved on protecting Jim, Claire and Emma and not revealing that
Rick has emptied the agency’s business accounts, and that they’ve broken up. But boy is it hard
keeping a secret from her family, especially when Rick’s still the golden boy in their eyes. So
when Jim invites Rick to dinner and Kate hears her parents ask him to be their executor and
express their warm faith in him, it’s more than she can take. Her resolve to keep the situation
secret crumbles and the truth explodes out in a less than ideal way...
Meanwhile, the agency is short-staffed so Kate asks Matt to again help her on a case involving
uncovering the truth about an elderly couple’s death in a car
accident. Matt’s a hard worker but he’s arrogant and he
delights in rubbing Kate up the wrong way – so not what she
needs right now! Not when she’s also dealing with Rick, who’s
hassling to come back to Sapphire. He’s determined to redeem
himself and pay back the money. Kate refuses, but when Rick
reminds her he’s actually a major partner in the agency, she
has no choice but to let him come back to work. When he gets
there, Rick’s not too happy that she’s employed this Matt guy.
For one thing, he’s another wage to pay, and for another…Rick
himself would like to be working closely with Kate! Without
telling her, Rick pulls Matt off the case, and takes it over. When
Kate finds out she’s furious that Rick’s over-ruled her, and she
asks Matt to join Sapphire permanently.
As for Chad, he’s hot on the trail of sexy serial debtor Minnie Smith whilst been chased by a
massive dog – all while learning to Rumba-cise.
Guest Cast: Maya Stange
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EPISODE 4

FACING THE MUSIC

Kate and Matt are unexpectedly thrown together on an out-of-town surveillance job
while Rick is forced to face the music regarding his investment.
Having moved back in to the mayhem of her family
home to save money, Kate’s holding out until
Claire and Jim leave for their sailing trip so she can
regain her privacy and some sanity.
Things are still tense in the Christie household as
the repercussions of Rick’s betrayal linger and Kate
knows that if she’s going to turn things around at
Sapphire, she’s going to have to take on every case
– even the small ones – even if it means working uncomfortably closely with Matt Sloane.
Kate and Matt throw themselves into the investigation of Nathan Jackson – a small goods
courier whose agoraphobic wife has become suspicious of his errant spending. When the chase
leads unexpectedly out of town, Kate finds that her preconceived notions about Nathan (and
indeed, Matt) are challenged and a tragic discovery sheds new light on the case.
When Kate receives a nasty surprise in the mail, the future of the business is jeopardised even
further and Kate is forced to tighten the purse strings once again. Only a major sacrifice from
Claire and Jim will keep things afloat, however, it also leaves Kate even further in debt to them
and her hopes of independence dashed.
The pressure on Rick builds when Jim tracks him down and delivers an ultimatum. Desperate,
Rick seeks out Hugh Goodman again hoping for good news about the land but instead finds
himself committing to even more debt.
Chad is quickly learning the downside of the business and when he’s sent to repo a carpenter
mate’s tools, he has difficulty following through. With both Lily and Rick on his case, Chad finds
the strength to do what must be done and in doing so, realises that he has to help Minnie
before the same thing happens to her.
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EPISODE 5

LOVE BITES

A credit card fraud leads Kate into the world of high class male escorts, while a missing
person’s case reminds Rick of the lengths people will go to for love.
One wealthy woman disputing charges on her credit card is interesting, but when two are
disputing charges from the same ‘mysterious’ merchant it screams credit card fraud and calls
for an investigation. Kate traces the charges to a high-class male escort agency where she
literally bumps into the very handsome Carlos.
Meanwhile Rick’s searching for a young country girl, Alyssia, whose family lost contact with her
after she moved to Wollongong to go to university. Her brother, Damien, has come to town to
find her and employs Rick to help him. But when Rick locates Alyssia he’s in for a surprise. As it
turns out, Rick’s gut instinct was right and Damien hasn’t been honest with him. Still hopeful of
winning Kate back, Rick goes along with Emma’s scheme to reunite them. He also fails in his
attempts to have Claire accept an apology for his monetary mistakes.
Jim offers to lend a hand around the office. He shows Chad how
a ‘master mercantile’ operates and takes on the task of telling
Chad that the agency can’t afford him any longer. But Jim
struggles to find the right moment to do this.
Kate also has difficulty finding the heart to let Chad go from the
agency. At the last minute Kate is compelled to send Chad
undercover as a male escort to catch the credit card fraudster.
Kate arrives in the nick of time to save Chad from having to
fulfill his purported obligation!
Kate’s brief fling with the excitement of the escort world sees
her taking control of her love life. She heads out to the pub with
Lily to find a familiar person waiting.
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EPISODE 6

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

Kate discovers the perks of tracking a beautician with debts, while Chad and Minnie
have a court show down and an unexpected outcome.
It’s merc jobs aplenty as Jim settles back in at the office. Kate struggles, as her dad seems to
take over. Kate arranges for Matt and Rick to pair up (for the first time), sending them into the
electronic gaming world. Posing as marketing gurus, Matt and Rick are charged with finding out
whose leaking info to a rival company. They’re not thrilled with the idea but it gives them a
chance to air their competitiveness … who will solve this first?
Kate is rewarded for putting in the hard yards when a debtor turns out to be a beautician.
Forced to go through with treatments while attempting to identify the debtor, she’s soon
reminded: ‘beauty must bear a pinch’. The results are worth it, both personally and
professionally.
Jim’s charmed by a high profile footballer who’s insurance company questions his claim. The
guy’s got everything: big house, girls, hero worship, why wouldn’t his claim be legit? But it’s
small gestures that often reveal true character as Jim continues investigating.
Kate suggests that Chad goes to court with her to learn how to conduct an examination order.
Chad’s relaxed vibe is short lived when it turns out Minnie is one of the debtors. Chad is torn
between ‘fessing up to Kate and covering for his girl, but Minnie comes up with a plan that no
one expects … one that has lasting consequences.
At the end of the day, Kate debates the
meaning of ‘funch’ (fun lunch) with Lily,
who is spending all her spare time taking
intimate phone calls. Topics like these and
ongoing comments (from all quarters)
about Kate’s uptight-nature leads to her
demonstrating her spontaneity with Matt.
The result is a surprise to them both, but
no one more than Emma who walks in on
the kiss. She quietly retreats, head
spinning, Matt and Kate none the wiser
she’d ever been there.
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EPISODE 7

MOTHERCRAFT

Kate’s new client causes friction between Kate and her mother.
Matt becomes involved in an unusual missing person’s case. Gaye Hudson is trying to locate her
husband, Terry, ostensibly so she can begin divorce proceedings. However Matt soon discovers
that Gaye believes Terry has won more than a million dollars but not claimed his winnings … it
seems he has a very good reason for not wanting to be rich!
Claire’s old friend, Jenny Doyle, turns to
Claire and Kate for help locating her
daughter who she gave up for adoption
when she was fifteen. Jenny is curious
about her daughter, but can’t decide
whether she should make herself known to
her or not. Kate’s work for Jenny causes
Kate to revisit her own experiences as a
young single-mother and some long held
resentments cause friction between Kate
and her parents.
Jim and Chad find themselves in an embarrassing situation when they accidentally enter the
wrong premises to repossess some furniture.
Rick foils a ticket scam and scores some freebies. But when he gives them away, he gets himself
into a little hot water.
Guest Cast:

Anna Lise Phillips, Helen O’Connor
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EPISODE 8

SECRET GIRLS’ BUSINESS

Kate and Rick are pushed closer together as the Christie family has to deal with
Emma’s disappearance. Matt picks up the slack at work while Chad investigates a ‘sale
of business’ scam – with unexpected assistance – from Minnie.
Kate has a major case to deal with but her work is thrown into chaos when Emma goes missing.
Her daughter has not been dealing well with the breakdown of Kate’s relationship with Rick.
She can’t understand what’s going on and, confused and upset, she has run away in search of
her biological father, Leon Stanic.
Kate is devastated and, while Matt tries to pick up the
slack at work, she tries everything she can to locate her
daughter.
Calling Rick for help, Kate discovers that he’s in Sydney on
a mission he won’t reveal to her. He’s actually pursuing
some information that may help him to unravel the
mystery of the VFT debacle that led to the break-up with
Kate in the first place. By the time he finds out about Emma’s disappearance, he’s about to
obtain some important information, but he abandons his quest in order to come back and help
with the search. Together, Kate and Rick find Emma and bring her home – and, in the process,
Kate comes to realise just how much Emma means to Rick – and vice versa.
Jim and Claire help from home by fronting Kate’s ex ‘out-laws’ – Verka and Milos Stanic. Not a
pleasant experience, but one that contributes to finding Emma in the end, and Lily pitches in by
accessing Emma’s illicit Facebook account.
As this family crisis is being played out, Matt runs into problems over a ‘Restraint of Trade’ case
with a formidable target and Chad successfully closes a ‘sale of business’ scam, despite the fact
that Minnie tracks him down with ‘an offer he can’t refuse’. She wants him to go up to the Gold
Coast with her. His acceptance of that offer creates an opportunity to resolve Matt’s case – in a
most unusual (illegal) way.
Emma returns home, but has her disappearance and recovery changed things between Kate
and Rick – especially when Rick reveals that he suspects he was deliberately misled over the
VFT investment?
And how will this affect Matt and Kate’s burgeoning mutual attraction?
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EPISODE 9

SPACE AND TIME

Kate struggles to be the perfect mother, the protective sister and the dream
businesswoman. And something’s got to give.
Emma’s return spurs Kate to try and be the
perfect parent. Problem is – she’s got
plenty of other things on her plate.
Trapping a dodgy builder proves to be
much more complicated than she
expected… Claire drops a bombshell about
Lily’s mysterious affair and her feelings for
Matt are growing. As Kate’s world
continues to spin, her need for control
causes conflict with her loved ones.
Rick tries to be proactive and take some of the load off Kate by investigating the dodgy builder.
But Rick’s apprenticeship doesn’t last long and Kate’s forced to save the day. Kate and Rick are
shocked when they hear that the builder wasn’t fined, and the finger of suspicion points to a
rogue Fair Trading official. Rick and Kate go back on the case to end his racket.
Jim is forced to dig into the background of an old friend he suspects may not be telling the
whole truth about a recent robbery.
Matt finds an ordinary car repo can turn nasty, when a family lock themselves inside their hot
car. It’s only when one of them is taken seriously ill that guilty Matt is able to complete the job.
Kate’s shocked when she discovers Lily is seeing her University Professor. Concerned for her
sister, Kate sends Matt on a surveillance mission. Only her plan soon comes back to bite her…
Guest Cast: Hugo Johnstone-Burt, Annie Maynard and Saskia Burmeister
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EPISODE 10

SKYROCKETS IN FLIGHT

Infidelity is in the air and Matt and Kate are hot and bothered, as Lily’s love life spirals
out of control.
Lily is angry when Marcus refuses to spend the day with her. He’s been warned off by some
bloke and he’s worried too many people know about the affair. Lily assumes, correctly, it was
Matt, but as usual blames Kate. Kate denies all knowledge, and says she will fix it, but when she
confronts Matt she thanks him for intervening. She’s pleased Matt is taking an interest in her
family. The barriers between these two are dropping away. The attraction is obvious – but still
Kate resists. The two find themselves staking out a motel for a client’s unfaithful wife. With sex
in the air, Matt and Kate have to stay professional as they
wait for their target in a room dominated by a giant bed
and the elephant of their own hormones. The errant wife
finally turns up with an unexpected lover. Inspired to try
to save the marriage, Matt urges the client to skip the
photos and give his wife another chance. Kate is furious at
his intervention, but as they argue back at the office their
feelings for each other finally take over and they fall into
the couch. But not for long…
Rick isn’t blind. He senses the tide turning and knows his rival for Kate’s affection is getting the
upper hand. It eats away at him as he checks out an insurance claim by an old lady who has
fallen in a shopping mall and broken an ankle. The CCTV footage seems clear-cut, but
inconsistencies in Lorraine’s story trigger Rick’s suspicions. Digging deeper Rick uncovers the
fraud – but he’s in awe at the pain this woman has gone through in her quest to rip off the
arcade management. There are further layers to unpeel, however Rick notices Lorraine’s
nephew Anton was at the arcade too, and may have masterminded the plan. Anton may not be
the caring relative Lorraine has taken him to be, but when Rick unmasks him, Lorraine’s
reaction is far from gratitude.
Jim meets with a family who has lost their house to arson. The police can’t point to anyone
definitely, and the insurance company will resist payment. A chance remark from one of the
kids reveals the wife to have had a lover, now spurned and possibly dangerous. Jim tries to
track him down discreetly, as she fears for her marriage. But her lover seems an unlikely
arsonist. Jim may have to spill the beans anyway, but as he tries to break this news a tiny detail
emerges which turns the case on its head – and destroys the family.
Kate is also filming the son of a businessman, a young man with drugs in his past. The son is
meeting street kids in his car. Is he selling drugs? Kate can’t hear what’s going on. Lily is able to
wheel in Emma’s piano teacher Alex, who has shown her his lip reading ability. Alex exonerates
the young man, pleased to have helped Lily, whom he fancies. Lily, however, works hard to
recapture Marcus, and by the end finds just the right words.
Guest Cast: Hugo Johnstone-Burt
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EPISODE 11

WHO WANTS TO BE AN ALBATROSS?

When Rick repossesses a limousine, he ends up on the news – and not in a way that’s
good for him or the business.
Kate tries to clear the air with Rick after he
discovered her and Matt about to have sex. Rick
would rather avoid the subject. He knows Kate
wants him to say he’s okay with it but he still has
feelings for her even though he knows he should
get on with his life. Frankie’s attention is a
welcome distraction, but he’s not rushing into
anything.
A repo of a limousine goes sour when Rick is painted as a mean guy by a tabloid journo in
search of a story. The heavily edited story that goes to air makes both Rick and the finance
company that owns the car, look very bad. Consequently the finance company threatens to
withdraw all its business from Sapphire. A brainwave solution from Rick serves to bring the
finance company back on board as well as give Kate some closure surrounding the school
formal she never had.
Matt’s case sends him to the dogs – literally. An obsessive greyhound owner is certain someone
is doping his prized runner but his long suffering wife sees this is as a sign to give the game
away. But it’s not enough to convince her husband. Meanwhile, Claire’s confronted by a ghost
of her past, when an old boyfriend with an international lifestyle comes to visit, making her
question her own life choices.
Lily’s world comes crashing down when her relationship with Marcus ends - she knew he had a
wife, but there’s no way he’ll leave her now there’s a new addition on its way.
Guest Cast: Hugo Johnstone-Burt, Maya Stange, Annie Maynard.
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EPISODE 12

BAD HAIR DAY

When things go awry after a “repo” job, Matt is forced into a race against time to save his
own skin – and somebody else’s.
Matt is having repo trouble when he learns he’s attempting to repo a car from Mario Maguire’s
son-in-law, George. The gangster buys himself time with a cash payment, but also wants to buy
Matt’s time and skills to get even with the guy who sold him a debt laden car. George makes it
clear to Matt that failure to find this guy ‘is not an option’. Matt is left with the choice – risk the
life of the former car owner or put all at Sapphire in jeopardy.
A desperate hairdresser, drowning in debt, locks Kate up in a first floor storeroom after making
threats about the worthlessness of her life, without her business. After several escape
attempts, Kate breaks out and attempts to shimmy down a drainpipe - only to be rescued by
Rick who’s been on her trail since she failed to turn up for a meeting. Their palpable attraction
adds to her confusion: Who does she really want? Rick or Matt?
Lily’s lecturer and ex-lover Marcus fails her
Applied Ecology essay. Lily assumes he’s
being vindictive, but when her tutor
assesses the essay, she agrees that the work
was poor. Confused and distressed, Lily goes
out on the town with Alex and takes him
into her bed. The next day Claire has words
with her about taking advantage of Alex’s
feelings. Lily is shocked – she didn’t know
Alex was besotted with her. She tells him
she just wants to be friends and though he
cracks hardy, his heart breaks.
Claire announces to Jim she’s planning a three-week cruise down the South Coast – without
him. She’s taking time out to do something for herself. This is a wake up call for Jim. He makes
an effort to be more attentive and less work-focused, but ironically they end up on a Sapphire
job together
Rick and Jim follow the corporate trail of the companies that owned the land Rick and the
investors bought but it is a dead end. Then Jim, with some help from Claire’s superior memory,
works it out. Hugh Goodman owns every company and was clearly behind the whole VFT scam.
Guest Cast: Hugo Johnstone-Burt
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EPISODE 13

EQUILIBRIUM

Rick is drawn in to the dark world of a crime syndicate, while Kate discovers that
Matt has been harbouring an unforgivable secret.
Rick’s tired of feeling like the Universe is conspiring against him. The car he tried to repo’s
been stolen, Matt’s all over Kate (and she doesn’t seem to mind), and Hugh Goodman’s
completely shafted him for the hundred grand Rick still owes Jim.
Determined to take back control, Rick
confronts Hugh with an ultimatum. Hugh
responds with a proposal of his own – he
will pay Rick back, but only if Rick helps
him get the money. With no alternative,
Rick finds himself in the middle of an
international crime syndicate and right back
where he started – taking a gamble on
Hugh’s morally questionable word. In trying
to right his previous wrongs, Rick’s getting
himself in deeper than ever. Still unsure of
where they stand romantically, Kate and
Matt are surveilling a new target – Anna –
the ex-wife of Bryce, a hot-tempered man who claims she’s a bad mother and who is
seeking full custody of their two young children. From Kate’s POV, Anna seems to be a
great mother, but when Kate discovers that she’s also working as a high class escort, she
wrestles with whether to disclose this to Bryce.
When some shady figures from Kate’s past (including Jason Green) turn out to be involved
in the prostitution ring, Kate’s even more confused, and she’s running out of time to make a
decision. Just as the case comes to a head, Kate stumbles across a secret Matt’s been
keeping from her and it’s one she’s not sure she can forgive him for.
When Bryce confronts Kate and accuses her of siding with Anna, Rick steps in to placate
him. Volatile Bryce decides to extract revenge on Kate and in doing so puts a life perilously
on the edge. Nothing will ever be the same for Kate, Rick or Matt and Kate is forced to
question where her loyalties truly lie.
Post Marcus, Lily has lost confidence in herself and her academic abilities. Convinced she
must pursue another career path, Lily has given up on her degree. Jim and Claire, loathe to
see her throw her life away, respectively decide to do something about it – with potentially
disastrous results. However, a different romantic prospect might just be in store for Lily... if
she’s game enough to try.

Guest Cast: Hugo Johnstone-Burt
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